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About This Content

The custom parts contained are there to help you take out special types of creatures.

There are 6 weapons and 28 parts in all. Parts include Giant Rabbit's Foot 3, Green Belt 3, Poisonous Lure 3, Hunting Gear 3,
Dehumanizer 3, and more.
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Title: Resident Evil: Revelations Resistance Set
Genre: Action, Adventure
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Capcom
Publisher:
Capcom
Franchise:
Resident Evil
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® XP
Processor:Intel® Core™ 2 Duo 2.4Ghz or better, AMD Athlon™ X2 2.8 Ghz or better
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:NVIDIA® GeForce® 8800GTS or better, ATI Radeon™ HD3850 or better
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:8 GB HD space
Sound:DirectSound supported with DirectX9.0c or better
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Portuguese,Polish,Dutch
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resident evil revelations resistance set dlc. resident evil revelations resistance set

Twentynine Palms Airport is a great add-on! It is beautifully designed and uses very little VAS(Virtual Address Space) memory.
Using Blue Sky Scenery as the base photoreal scenery this airport add-on seamlessly integrates over it. Best of all no OOM
errors! I wished more airports were designed without excessive VAS usage.. Alte is great for people like me who are always
dying. Her Hyper revolves around her getting killed in battle, and every time I use it, I roll a 6 for evasion. Not helpful. Her -1
defense and +1 evasion make getting the most out of her hyper rather tricky; of course, if you're at 1hp, her hyper is amazing.
As the old saying goes, what kills you makes you stronger.

Kyoko is the stone wall of the game. A massive +3 defense and 5hp, she can tank pretty much anything... until she gets down to
1hp, in which she's a guaranteed kill due to her inability to evade. I was lucky enough to get both of her character-specific
achievements in one game. Like any normie who is unfamiliar with anything Japanese, she detests traps, and her hyper revolves
around her completely negating negative effects from the panels she lands on at the cost of 1hp; It's unhealthy to deny things, after
all.. In mother russia, game title is ALL

But to clarify, the only thing that makes you buy the game is the title, the quality is poor, theres no tutorial and the gameplay is
broken.

It should be an early access game, but I think we all knew it would be bad judging by the screenshots and videos :D. The graphics
are really nice and the music is great. it is a very fast game which is awsome. and its super cheap which is great. all in all its very
good for the price.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9nhw9dnf1BM&feature=youtu.be. Guys, it's one of my favorite games ever, i'm dead
serious.
I would love a Collector's Edition with Vano action figure and I would buy MC ♥♥♥♥er's Album. Again, I'm serious.

Please make a sequel!! You could try a kickstarter for it.
It was pure genius.
Thank you!
. been playing this games for years..
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Very RNG heavy. You could be doing really well and then lose 2 fighters in a row just from bad RNG. If you hate games that
are luck base then skip this one.. If you are to spend money on the game this DLC is Recommended & Worth it in the Long
Run!
YOu get forever Permanent 10% bonus to loyalty gain and a 10% bonus to ships synergy gain and 10k GS. Just DO NOT spen
ur GS on Synergy transfer. FREE SYNERGY TRANSFER from ship to ship is a SCAM!

P.S. Only get when its on sale! 50%. So far, I think you guys are definitely heading in the right direction :) I have loved and
enjoyed playing all of your previous supreme ruler games and this doesn't let up at all. In fact, this is my favorite time period so
I was very happy you guys decided to start at 1936 :) I hope one day, and yes I am thinking far ahead but I can dream, that you
make a world war 1 scenario or maybe a world war 1 expansion\/dlc. Of course I understand that won't be for a year or more but
I think the mechanics of this game would also work really well for world war 1. The OOB structuring for this game can be very
complicated and I just wish you made the whole set up a bit easier. Maybe a whole new interface option to organize all of your
units better. I would also like to see more scripted events and will you be adding anymore historical units such as the nkvd,
imperial guard, ss, etc...?

  Another good idea would be giant infrasctucture projects like the five year plan that the soviets had with the farm
collectivisation. This could add more economy to your nation before 1939 that otherwise you might not get right and screw up
very easily and then have to start over. Most players will be new and even the old ones like me still are learning from this game.
It would be nice to get a little help in the scenarios. The autobahn could be a major project that would cost a certain amount of
money to build a unique road in germany that gives really fast movement for their troops that no other nation has. This will give
them the advantage that they had back then. The giant steelworks projects and farm collecting the soviets did could also have an
event that adds a lot of farms in ukraineand metal mines back by the urals. Also, Japan building the yamamoto. You can have an
option to build it but it would put a big strain on the economy althought you would have the best and biggest battleship in the
pacific til the end of the war practically. England can get the option to build an intelligence center which has the ability to crack
german codes which would slow your overall tech research down to gain the best counterintelligence\/espionage of any nation. It
will also have options to boost your spying capabilities. Amrerica can obviously get massive industrial, consumer, and military
supplies production. You can go to a lot of areas with this idea. I think it would really add more uniqueness to the major sides
than it already has.

My final say. THUMBS UP. It is in good working condition right now. Anything from here on out is just adding more to an
already working game. So come join the community and play and help make it even better. They need new ideas like how I
mentioned a ww1 scenario and also more scripted events that could add unique unit as well as certain PROJECTS that nations
will be allowed to do :). I'll admit this one's a bit of a challenge to drive, but you'll get used to it after some practice in Quick
Drive. People gripe about the chuffing sounds. Me: it passes well enough for me. People complain about the lamps. Me:
nowhere was it ever said in the advertisements or the manual that you could change the lamps. Also this is an old model with a
facelift, before someone thought about making changeable lamps. If it's not advertised, why be disappointed?
Personally I think I can find some use for this, especially the double-chimney version for services on the S&D.
Does it have flaws? Yes. What dlc doesn't? Can it be enjoyable? Well, it is what you make of it..  Apparently this game
wasn't for everyone. This title is in fact one of my most favourite games, of all time. A lot of the issues people had were,
as fans of the series, was that it deviated from the similarities the others shared. I believe this made this game great but
you won't know unless you give it a try yourself. With a ton of hours just to complete the main story, many more for
side quests and more you will definitely get more than you've paid for.

Beautiful graphics (higher resolution thanks to a recent patch)
Great Character development
Brilliant Story
Interesting combat which doesn't get boring or too tedious

Endgame grinding does become a bit of a chore but only necessary for the achievement hunters and completionists.

9\/10. Terribly buggy, could have been fun but the edges of the map are bugged and you randomly fall through. It
doesnt track when you jump 70% of the time and when you do jump it randomly will make you dash wayyy too far and
fall off. Resulting in 3000 failures in the basic tutorial part of the game.

Definitely needs some refining.. This game is seriously just horrible. You wonder "hey a rogue-like dungeon crawler
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side-scroller based on hell, that sounds awesome!" Let me tell you this game is not what it seems like. They shouldn't
even be allowed to advertise this as a rogue-like game. This game is like Spelunky's mentally challenged cousin. Lets go
through the pros and cons.

PROS:
- Its only 5 dollars.

Alright moving on to the cons.

CONS:
- Lack of music. Through out the levels all you get is "eerie" ambience sounds. No real music. When you're running out
of time or fighting bosses, you get really cool metal music. But that's the only time you get cool music.

- Enemies. They look like they were done in MS paint by a 5 year old.

- Lack of variety. This is NOT a rogue-like game. You'll notice you're in the same exact rooms over and over again.
Even in later levels, its the same exact room just looks different. You'd swear there's only like 10 unique rooms, and
out of 100 total rooms? That's just sad.

- Not many items. Seriously, I've only collected maybe like 5 items total from all the time I've spent playing. All you
come across in abundance is gold, but you'll be lucky to even afford something as small as a heart from the shops. You
get barely around 10 to 20 pieces of gold per room, but all the items in the shop are like 500 and 600. You're only hope
is to gamble it and try to get more gold from it. There are simply not enough items in this game to make it seem fun
and refreshing with each play through, let alone on your first play through.

- Bosses are a joke. Seriously, usually the bosses just move from side to side summoning enemies. They literally don't
attack half the time. I'm stuck on the level 60 boss right now. Why? All the boss does is fly from left to right but it
summons so many enemies you can't even hit the boss. There's like 30 flying little robots on the room and still
spawning, it becomes impossible to hit the boss let alone survive.

- Only 2 types of enemies every 10 levels. Yeah, and they're usually just reskins of older enemies. Just like the level
layouts. They don't do sh*t either, they usually just fly around in random patterns and, well, thats it.

- Hit boxes are garbage. You get hit whenever your character feels like getting hit.

- Developers seem to have abandoned this game. Same goes for the community. Nobody is really playing this nor
talking about it in the discussions anymore. I can't imagine the developers are still polishing this up anyways...

Seriously, save yourself 5 dollars and go get some food or something. This game sucks...
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